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ThingLogix Workwatch- get back to work safely
Workplace Solutions for the New Normal

Introduction

Challenges

Features/Results

With a workplace solution you can:

Incorporate pre-screening and thermal screening into our
security checkpoints.

Workwatch supports multiple entry and screening
workflows to meet customer needs and policy
requirements.

• Manage your policies in one place

• Apply sensors to policies
• Manage alarms and alerts
• Reduce risk

Want employees to have minimal contact with visitors and
other employees.
Need to make sure everyone entering our facility has
completed a symptom survey

• Gain control over your technology assets

Alert our people to observe social distancing rules and we
need the ability to know who may have been exposed if
someone tests positive for COVID.

• Integrate with your facility management systems

Solution

• Gain visibility into the effectiveness of your policies

• Integrate with your personnel directory systems
• Develop reports
• Manage shifts
• Manage employees and students

• Manage multiple locations
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Workwatch provides a complete system to support the
automation and reportability of back to work compliance
efforts. It allows hardware and software from point
solutions to be managed in single pane view.

Workwatch integrages cameras, QR code readers, RFID
readers, Bluetooth, Ultra-wide band and other
technologies.
Integrations with existing enterprise systems are simple
using the Workwatch API. These can be used to pull
employee records, interface with door lock controllers and
a variety of other uses.

Workwatch can be run as a kiosk or as a completely
autonomous screening station.
Daily symptom surveys are a method companies are
advised to use to encourage employees and guests to
self-assess. Automated surveying ensures people
complete the survey before a pass is issued.
Workwatch supports multiple contact tracing and social
distancing hardware options.
Workwatch has work management available out of the
box! Keep records and logs of when tasks are completed.
Workwatch was built as a time and attendance solution to
get people in and out quickly and safely, while keeping a
record of who is coming and going.
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